This paper considers an E-model having a randcoffi linear inequality constraint and provides an algorithm for solving it. An original problem P is first transformed inlo deterministric equivalent problem P'. For solving P', a subsidiary problem P (J.1) with a parameter J. 1 is defined. The dual-like relation between P and P (J.1) is clarified. Then an algorithm for solving P (J.1) is proposed. This algorithm is based on the parametric quadratic programming technique.
Introduction
Many types of chance-constrained programming problems have been consider-· ed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 8, 9] since Charnes and Cooper [1] introduced chance constraints into mathematical programming problems. This paper considers an E-model having a random linear inequality constraint and provides an algorithm for solving it.
Few problems with these stochastic constraints have been investigated so far and even few for solution algorithms.
In Section 2 the problem P and its deterministic equivalent problem p' are formulated. Section 3 introduces subsidiary problem p(lJ) parametrized with lJ and derives useful relations betWeen p' and P(lJ). Section 4 gives Algorithm 1 for solving p(lJ) based on the parametric procedure [5] . Section 4 also proves validity and finiteness of Algorithm 1. Section 5 introduces another type of the subsidiary problem pR and provides the main Algorithm 2 for solving p' utilizing Algorithm 1 and properties of pR. The validity and fi-23. 1 niteness of Algorithm 2 are proved in the same section 5. After an illustrative example in Section 6, Section 7 concludes this paper and discusses further development.
Problem Formulation
This paper considers the following problem P.
P:
Mazimize subject to ( 
2.1)

T E(c x)
x>O T where T and E mean transpose and expectation respectively; a=(al,···,a n )
is an n-dimensiona1 random vector and distributed according to mu1tivariate
normal distribution with variance-covariance matrix Wand mean vector (E(a 1 ),
••• E(a ))T. b is distributed according to a normal distribution with mean
, n ' E(b) and variance a~; a., i=1,2, ... ,n, and b are mutually independent; c=(c 1 ' (E(a 1  ) ,··· ,E(a n )) n, and E(b) are finite.
T c··· c) is an n-dimensiona1 random vector with mean (E(cl),···,E(c )) ; Al
are denoted simply with E(a) and E(c) respectively.)
The problem P is equivalent to the following deterministic problem pI. 
F, Le., Moreover
Mazimize subject to
= x>O is a quanti1e of order Cl. of the standard normal distribution function
x>o t Denoting the optimal solution and the optimal value of p(~) with X(~) and z(11) respectively, then we can derive the following relation between P(f-') and PI.
is also an optimal solution of pI.
and Proof: The Kuhn-Tucker condition (KTP) of pI is as follows [7] . 
as follows. 
T R T R'
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from Property 5, (4.3) and (4.4) together imply
is a target point of R of P (]1).
Next Theorem 4 provides useful informations about R(]1) even if RIR(]1).
Theorem 4. 
certain interval LB().I) ~R ~ UB().I)
determined by the basic Ilatrix B and ).I, and so ~().I) can be written as below. [Algorithm 1 for solving P(~)]
Step Step 4:
Step 5 Step 2. +
Step 5: 
E(b}-E(a}--x -KR=E(b}-E(a} (Ax +Ax*}-KR
and it contradicts optimality of x. Therefore 11 ~ 11* results. o Property 7. llR is a nonincreasing function of R. Proof: As R increases, the feasible region of pR reduces.
is a nonincreasing function of R.
R
Therefore 11
Property 8.
11 is a concave function of R. Figure 3 show the shapes of z(ll) and 11 respectively. Note that the optimal value of pR(Il) is not less than 11 since x(l1) is a feasible solution of pR(Il). Now we are ready to deE'cribe our main algorithm for solving P '.
In the algorithm, the following notations are used.
~i: an upper bound of w* , Step 0:
Calculate j1, solve P(j1) and find x{j1} and z{j1} by using Algo- Step 1:
Step 2: Step 3: Solve p()lR{;C{)lB a ))) and calculate z()lR(X()lB a ))) Copyright © by ORSJ. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited. 6. An Example
We consider the following example P.
where Step 0:
Solve P(l1) and find x(l1) and z(l1).
t(l) Convexity of in
Step 2. 
xR(j.l) is given as follows:
Step 2:
Step 3: Kj.l(UB(~)) < O. Step 5:
' V (1 'V) Step 1: Solving p(]1 ), we obtain X(]1 ) given as below.
c a 
Conclusion
This paper discussed a chance-constrained E-Mode1 and provided an algorithm based on the parametric procedure. Problem P was first transforlned into the equivalent problem p' and based on Theorem 1, ]1=]1* such that z{]1} =,E{b} was searched for systematically by Algorithm 2. Moreover, this paper e1ari-fied the dual-like relation between p' and P{ll). This relation seems ,to be useful to solve other non1inear programming problems, especially those with a linear objective function but non1inear constraints.
As is stated in Section 1, algorithms for stochastic programming :prob1ems are few. Especially, algorithms for problems with stochastic constraints are even few. P belongs to such a class. Discussion and development of solution algorithms for more general problems are further research problems.
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